In this paper, we present a simplified design criterion to obtain these spreading matrices by numerical optimization. Since the columns of each user's spreading matrix are constrained to be orthonormal, we propose to perform the optimization using a parameterization of the Grassmann manifold. A special feature of the simplified criterion, and thus of the resulting spreading matrices, is that they are independent of the particular single-user space-time constellations (of a given dimension), so that different spectral efficiencies can be attained without changing or redesigning the spreading matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a multiuser space-time "narrowband" channel with several transmit antennas per user, the optimum detector achieves full (transmit and receive antenna) diversity order for every user provided each user employs a full diversity, single-user space-time constellation or (block-) code [l]. However, with an increase in the number of users, an increasing signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is required of each user to achieve the same error probability.
The modulation method we proposed in [l] leverages existing single-user space-time constellations and uses spreading matrices to alleviate-and to even eliminate asymptotically (for high SNR)-the SNR penalty of the narrowband multiuser channel while requiring only a small increase in signal space dimensions. In particular, the single-user spacetime symbol matrices of each user are multiplied by a lowdimensional spreading matrix with orthonormal columns. The spreading matrix has row dimension just greater than the (time)-dimension of the single-user space-time constellation so as to achieve high aggregate spectral efficiencies while markedly improving performance relative to the narrowband channel. For example, if each user employs NT transmit antennas and a single-user space-time code with the minimum required dimensions N T (cf.
[2], [3]), our proposed modulation
The authors are with the ECE department, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. E-mail: {brehler, varanasi} @dsp.colorado.edu. This work was supported in part by NSF Grants ANIR-9725778 and CCR-9814996 and by scheme requires just one more dimension to achieve asymptotic single-user like performance. By an "asymptotic singleuser like" performance we mean that Cor high SNR the upper bound on the multiuser bit error rate (BER) converges to the upper bound on the single-user BER.
In this paper we present a simplified design criterion (relative to the one we proposed in [l]), so that spreading matrices designed according to it continue to provide asymptotic single-user like performance Cor every user. The additional advantage is that the simplified criterion, 'and hence the spreading matrices, depend only on the dimensionality of the chosen single-user space-time constellation. To obtain the spreading matrices by numerical optimization we characterize each matrix using a parameterization of the Grassmann manifold. Consequently, the optimization can be performed in an unconstrained manner using standard numerical optimization techniques.
In 
where Si is defin ed implicitly. Note that the suffi cient statis-
. This fact is used in [l] to fi nd the asymptotics of the pair-wise error probabilities P r { S j < Si} by applying the techniques of [3] ({Sj < Si} is the event that the decision statistic Sj is smaller than Si given that Hi is the true hypothesis). For convenience, we restate the result on the asymptotic pair-wise error probabilities here, but need to introduce some assumptions and notation first. We assume that the users are ordered such that users 1 , 2 , . . . , e suffer from an error, if the receiver would erroneously decide for hypothesis Hj when hypothesis Hi is transmitted. To avoid a complication in notation, we do not denote this user-ordering with any special symbols, but assume it implicitly. Another notational convenience is to partition the matrices F (that contains the signature spreading matrices of all users) and Di (the block-diagonal matrix of all information symbols) into blocks that contain the spreading matriceshnformation symbols of the e users that suffer from an error relative to Hj, and the second part containing the E = K -e spreading matriceslinformation symbols corresponding to the correctly detected users, i.e.,
where c signifies the common part in the two data matricesDi and Dj. With this notation and the results of [ 11 one easily fin ds the asymptotic pair-wise error-probability given in the proposition, for which we assume that the fading correlation matrix 2:
has full rank N . For ease of notation, we introduce 1x1~~ as the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of X.
Proposition I: (Asymptotic Pair-Wise Error Probability)
Let T be the rank of Fe (Dj" -Df). For coherent detection the pair-wise error probability Pr {Sj < Si}' of the optinium receiver @ approaches arbitrarily closely Pr" {Sj < Si} = as goes to zero.
IV. SIGNAL DESIGN
A key conclusion from the above proposition is that the jointly optimum receiver achieves the total order of diversity N = NT NR for every user that simply employs a full transmit diversity single-user space-time constellation-without any spreading (Fk = ID^, Vk). However, for increasing number of users, it incurs a penalty in terms of SNR, when compared to single-user performance. As we suggested in [ 11, this SNR penalty can be alleviated for sufficiently high SNR by ensuring that the diversity order of e 2 2 user error events is at least (N, + 1)NR for which we have to ensure that Fe (D? -DS) has at least rank NT + 1. Then for high SNR, the contributions of the e 2 2 user error events to the bound on kth user's (symbol or bit) error probability can be neglected when compared to the single-user error events, whose diversity order is N = NTNR. Thus the bound on the multiuser system converges asymptotically to the bound on a single-user system that uses the space-time constellation {FkB,}tX1. Moreover, if the columns of FI, are orthonormal, then the bound on the kth user's error rate converges to the bound on a single user's error rate, who employs the space-time constellation {Bm}Z=l, which we call "awmptotic single-user performance."
Using a rank inequality ([7, Section 0.4.5] ), one can easily show that if any compound matrix [Fl, F k ] , 1 # k , is of rank greater than or equal 2Dsu -NT + 1, then it is guaranteed that Fe (D: -Dt ) has rank greater than or equal NT + 1 for e 2 2. To obtain this result, we just have to note that (D: -D f ) has always rank eN,, due to the use of a single-user full rank space-time constellation for each user.
To fulfill the rank criterion for any mamx [Fl, F k ] , 1 # k , we need of course D 2 2DSu -NT + 1. The spreading matrices requiring only the minimum number of dimensions 2D,, -NT + 1 are of particular interest, because by the minimum increase in dimensionality every user can achieve asymptotically single-user like performance. For example, when the single-user constellation requires only the minimum dimensions D,, = NT, only one more dimension is required. In this paper, we suggest to generate the spreading matrices {Fk}f=(=, by minimizing I f k under the constraint that each matrix FI, has orthonormal columns. Note that the criterion (6) is easily evaluated, because it is independent of the specific single-user spacetime constellation. It also ensures in a "gir" way that all pairs [Fl, FI,] , 1 # k , fulfill the rank criterion, which is necessary to achieve single-user like performance.
Since we want to constrain our signals to have orthonormal columns, the optimization can be performed unconstrained in the Grassmann manifold G (D,,, D) , the space of all D,,-dimensional subspaces of (ED. . Each user's spreading matrix FI, is parameterized in this way and thus the numerical 'optimization of (6) can be performed without constraints.
For our examples, we choose the constituent spacetime symbols Bi, according to Alamouti's scheme [4] for NT = 2 transmit antennas. For Figure 1 , we designed D = 3-dimensional spreading matrices for up to three equalenergy users. From the fi gure we see that the simulated BER for a single-user employing 4-PSK symbols in the Alamouti scheme is close to its upper bound, to which the upper bounds on the multiuser systems ( K = 2, K = 3) converge. The K = 3 user system in which each user employs 4-PSK symbols in the Alamouti scheme has a total spectral efficiency of 4 bps/Hz (three users each transmitting 2 bits from each of 2 antennas in 3 dimensions). If one would attempt to achieve such a spectral efficiency with orthogonal users, each user would have to employ 16-QAM modulation. From the figure, we see that at a BER of there is roughly a 3 dB gap between the spread-matrix design and the orthogonal system. For larger systems with more users andor antennas, this gap is expected to grow.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We present a simplified criterion for the design of lowdimensional spreading matrices for multiuser space-time communications and give example designs. The matrices are constrained to have orthonormal columns and are obtained by a numerical optimization that profits from a parameterization of the Grassmann manifold. As promised by the analysis of [I], the jointly optimum detector can detect each user with singleuser like performance for suffi ciently high SNR.
